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DO A HAPPY NEW
YOU IN 2022
Because Life is Doable

As a lived experience coach, I listen to the way people use words to express

their lived experiences. On my healing journey, I discovered the outcomes I

was getting in life were associated with the words I used in my self-talk and

conversations with other people. If I listened closely, I could hear my limiting

beliefs. These beliefs kept me from doing the healing necessary to be happy.

Over time these limiting beliefs turned into a limiting belief system (BS). Soon

it was easy to believe my BS accepting that it was just 'who I am.' The good

news is that I found a simple 'cure' for my BS called awareness. Being aware of

my BS was the first thing I needed to do to step out of the story holding me

back from 'doing' the happy me.

When you hear a limiting belief, quickly counter it with an empowering one.

Then create the evidence to support it. You can be happy this year. Simply do

a happy new you every day! Lived Experience
Coach

A.M. Mayes



I've learned

that people

will forget

what you said,

people will

forget what

you did, but

people will

never forget

how you made

them feel.

― Maya

Angelou
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BUILDING REAL
RELATIONSHIPS
Exeunt: Trauma Drama

Relationships set a stage for happy,

healthy living or hurtful and harmful

existence. Whichever the scenario, the

stage directions for the role we learned

to play in each will determine what kind

of relationship we will follow after. If it's

the latter scenario, we will likely find

ourselves reenacting an unresolved

traumatic experience.

Being exposed to an incident or series of

events that impair your physical, mental,

emotional, social, and spiritual well-

being can define a traumatic experience.

Some traumatic experiences include

physical, emotional, or sexual abuse,

childhood neglect, living with a family

member with mental health or substance

use disorders, and violence in the home

or community. Any one of these

experiences can create challenges to

building healthy and happy

relationships. 

But challenges can be addressed and

overcome with gentle approaches 

that focus on 'what happened' vs. 'what's

wrong.' 

As a person who has a lived experience

with trauma, I did not feel safe or trust

others. Because of my childhood sexual

abuse, my brain became wired to

perceive others as threatening and

betraying. By the time I became an

adult, I did not have the mental,

emotional, and spiritual capacity to build

a good relationship because of this

trauma identity.

A relationship built on the shaky

foundation of a trauma identity can be

very volatile and potentially lethal. But it

doesn't have to be this way as long as

those involved are willing to confront

their challenges, build resilience, and

develop relational support strategies.

People who have lived experiences with

trauma can build real, healthy and

happy relationships too. All they have to

do is learn when and how to exit the

stage of their trauma drama.


